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Author's response to reviews:

Authors' contributions: Please indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.

--> Indication was introduced

References: Please make sure references are cited in numerical order. We notice references 19-21 are not cited within the main text. Please make sure references continue to be cited in numerical order once these references are cited.

--> References were once again re-formatted with EndNote (BMC medical education format) and checked. All references are cited in the manuscript body. Ref nr. 9 is positioned throughout the manuscript several times as required. All references are cited in the numerical order.

Figures: The first figure referenced in the manuscript text should be Figure 1. The second, figure 2, etc. Please reorder the figure citation so that they are cited in consecutive order. All figures must be cited; figures not cited will be excluded from the final manuscript. Please do not use ranges when listing figures. Please list all the figures, for example: Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
--> all figures are now cited.